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Manley  Labs has  been  building  George  Massenburg's  high  end  GML outboard  gear since  2000.  Here  are  GML 9202  discrete  op - amps  burning  in  during  the  pretest  phase. #massenburg  #manley  #discreteopamps  #tubesdonotrule  #gml

Mastering  engineer Carlos  Freitas  at Classic  Master in  Brazil  shows  off  his  Manley  BACKBONE,  Manley  WAVE, and  Manley  Massive  Passive  #manley  #massive  #backbone  #wave

Girls  love  the  Manley  Reference  Cardioid  Mic.  Thank  you  Savannah  Sanchez! #manley  #refc  #referencecardioidmic  #microphone

Where am I? -- Pro Studio Gear -> Microphones -> Manley Gold Reference Multi Pattern Microphone Go Back

Manley Gold Reference Multi Pattern Microphone
Features & Specifications MSRP Tech Notes Troubleshooting Photos Downloads

The MANLEY GOLD REFERENCE MULTI-PATTERN
MICROPHONES are a statement, quite simply, of the
finest microphones that money can buy in the pursuit
of truly accurate musical recordings. The Gold
Reference Series employ our own design of large
capsules (1.25 inch overall, 1 inch diaphragm diameter)
which are executed to precise tolerances made possible
by modern micro-milling machinery available today in
California. The capsule rings and back-plates are milled
from solid brass. The gold diaphragm film comes from
Germany and is tensioned using proprietary techniques
by David Josephson ensuring capsule-to-capsule
constancy, combined with the speed, "air", and superb
ultra-high frequency response you have only dreamt
about.

The all-tube electronics in the MANLEY REFERENCE
SERIES MICROPHONES are built around two triodes in
cascade forming an entire gain-block. We have recently
switched to a dual-triode 12AT7 tube, easily obtainable
and replaceable, mounted in a ceramic socket. (We
originally used 6072A until it became impossible to find quiet ones out of the NOS dreck left on
the market, then we used 12AX7 for awhile.) The output is coupled through a MANLEY output
transformer of unparalleled quality and substantial physical size employing nickel laminations
with "hum bucking" bi-filar windings, encased in mu-metal. The polar pattern control is
continuously variable between the OMNI, CARDIOID, and FIGURE 8 positions vastly increasing
this mic’s versatility. The Gold Mics make it possible to exactly tailor the proximity effect to
achieve the desired character.

We have chosen a very open weave stainless-steel grille for the
capsule window which allows all the highs to reach the capsule
unimpaired letting the engineer choose if, when, and how much
pop screen is appropriate. As a result, the Reference Gold
reaches to the furthest extremes of highs and lows with
gorgeous natural acoustic smoothness. Some engineers tell us it
sometimes "hears" more than they do! A locking 6-pin XLR
connector for the 30 foot power supply cable carries the
stringently filtered B+ and regulated heater voltages from the
separate dedicated power supply. The audio signal exits the
PSU via a traditional 3-pin XLR jack. The microphone body is
machined from brass providing excellent shielding properties,
polished to a high lustre, then plated with 24 karat gold for an

impressive finish, inspiring confidence in artists and producers.

Awards

Reviews

Manley Reference Gold Microphone
from Intermusic 11/2001

Word on the Street

Check out what people are saying about
the Manley Gold Reference Multi Pattern

Microphone!

Download Product Manuals

PDF Downloads

Cable Wiring 2011.pdf

Instruction on How to Convert.pdf

Tube Changes 6072 to 5751 NEW
PCB.pdf

Reference Gold Mic in the Great
American Mic Hunt in EQ Magazine.pdf

Tube Changes 6072 to 5751 OLDER
PCB.pdf

Tube Changes 6072 to 5751 OLD
PCB.pdf

Memorable Remarks

I just had to let you know that I
used my pair of Manley Gold Refs the
other day on a string quartet, and
once again, they far exceeded my
expectations!!!! Thanks for my
favorite mic in the entire universe!
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Manley  VOXBOX  XV  Anniversary  Limited  Edition  just  a  few  left  available  at www.sweetwater.com  #manley  #voxbox  #investmentgradeaudio

Manley  Stingray  stereo  integrated  tube  amplifier.  #manley  #stingray  #tubeamp  #tubesrule

Inside  a  Manley  Massive  Passive  stereo  EQ  jam - packed  with beautiful  componentry.  Hand  crafted  in  the  USA.  #manley  #massivepassive  #madeinusa  #equalizer

Fresh  and  fluid:  The  MANLEY  SNAPPER 100  Watt  monoblocks.  All  tube,  all  the  time.  #manley  #tubeamp  #hifi  #snapper  #vacuumtubes

Our proprietary precision suspension system is provided with each REFERENCE MICROPHONE
(the capsule itself is mounted onto a neoprene-rubber shock-mount.) Because the entire
working "guts" of the microphone may be removed for service in one piece from the housing, it
is envisioned that the microphone need not be removed from the suspension. We also provide
a very useful swivel of our own design with every REFERENCE MICROPHONE; its T-bar handle
and locking clutch action require no tools to adjust. And no MANLEY microphone would be
complete without a genuine leather capsule protector which slips (and ties) onto the end of the
microphone to protect the capsule when not in use.

Each REFERENCE MICROPHONE is packaged complete in a strong locking carrying-case.

Check out the STEREO Gold Mic! - Check out the Manley Reference Cardioid Mic!

See the Manley Gold Mic featured in this Jack Johnson, Donavon Frankenreiter, and G-Love
video!

The video for the Latin all-star 9/11 tribute "El Ultimo Adios" has tons of great Manley Gold
Mic shots!

North Avenue Studios in Orlando, Florida feature the Manley Reference Gold Mic prominently!

Features & Specifications

Manley Gold Reference Microphone

All Tube design using 12AT7 dual triode. (Previous versions used 6072 or 12AX7.)
-10dB switchable PAD
Sensitivity: 17mV/Pa
Noise: typically -120 dB EIN
Max SPL: 150dB
Actual output impedance 200 Ohms
Weight: 2.25 lbs (mic)
Weight: 2.5 lbs (PSU)
Size: 4.5" x 9.7" x 4.5" (mic)
Size: 5" x 8.2" x 3.4" (PSU)
Shipping weight: 15 lbs
Selected matched pairs available
Outboard Power Supply is factory set for 100V, 120V or 220-240VAC operation for original

destination country's mains voltage.
Operating Mains Voltage changeable with power transformer re-wiring via internal jumpers

and fuse value change.
Mains Voltage Frequency: 50~ 60Hz
Mains Fuse: 250mA @ 100~120V; 125mA @ 220~240V operation
Power Consumption: 70mA @ 120V = 8.4 Watts

Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price

Manley Gold Reference Multi Pattern Microphone: $5,500

Technical Notes

If you need to make a conversion, please download the necessary document under the
downloads section on the right side of this page and then then request the schematic from
Paul in our Tech Support department here. Or if you want to stick with the 6072 tube, you can
try to find some on the open market. We have none in stock anymore.

Note: The custom transformerless internal preamp version is NO LONGER available to order.

Pete Lehman

Check out our Combo Units

Manley VOXBOX®

Langevin Dual Vocal Combo

Manley Mic/EQ 500

The Manley SLAM!

Check out our Micpreamps!

Manley TNT 2 Channel Mic Pre

Manley Dual Mono Mic Pre

Manley Mono Mic Pre

Langevin Dual Mono Mic Pre w/EQ

Find us on Facebook

Manley Labs

Like

Manley Labs

Check out Juana
prepping wire kits
in the Manley
Labs factory.
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More  Me!  The  beloved  HP - 101  Headphone  mixer  cue  box  is  returning  to the  Manley  stable.  #manley  #mixer  #headphones

Manley  Iron!  Manley  Labs winds  all  of the  audio  transformers  used  in  Manley  HIFI  and  pro  audio  gear.  This  is  a  19  section  Manley  SNAPPER 100  Watt  output transformer  being  wound by  our  magnetics  department.  Beauty  starts  within.  #manley  #transformer  #snapper  #hifi  #tubeamp  #winding #magnetics

Manley  16x2  Mixers  out  of the  box, thinking  out  of the  box. #manley  #mixer

Manley  SLAM!  live  from  Argentina.  Thanks  to Martin  Toledo.  #manley  #slam  #livesound

Note: Older units with two connectors on the base of the microphone had a a locking 4-pin
connector to receive the B+ and Heater voltages from the PSU and a second locking 3 pin gold
XLR connector for the audio signal output. This allowed the audio to be picked off right at the
microphone so that the customer could use whatever cabling he desired.

Photo courtesy of our Japanese dealer, Power Rec.

Trouble Shooting Hints:

How to change the O-RINGS:

The mic suspension is held onto the mic by a set of red silicone o-rings connecting FIVE pillars
surrounding the mic, one set on the top and the other on the bottom of the mic. There are
two sets of stainless steel screws and spacer nuts that hold the silicone o-rings onto these
points and all you do is loop the o-rings onto these posts inner and outer. You can double up
the o-rings for extra security and put two of 'em on each point and order two sets (20 total) if
you'd like to.

If you needs to order more o-rings, you can order a set of them from our parts store,
www.tubesrule.com. They are RED SILICONE #114 O-RING's.

How to change a TUBE:

10,223 people like Manley Labs.
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